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FLNR JINR EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHESIS OFSUPERHEAVY NUCLEI WITH 48Ca BEAM�Yu.Ts. Oganessian, A.V. Yeremin, R.N. SagaidakO.N. Malyshev, A.G. Popeko, A.P. Kabahenko, V.I. ChepiginJ. Rohah, V.A. Gorshkov, A.Yu. Lavrentev, M.G. ItkisG.G. Gulbekian, B.N. Gikal, A.V. Tikhomirov, V.B. Kutnerand S.L. BogomolovFlerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations, JINR141 980 Dubna, Mosow region, Russia(Reeived February 3, 1999)The investigations of the deay properties and formation ross setionsof the heaviest isotopes of the 110 and 112 elements with atomi numbers276, 277 and 282, 283, respetively, were performed at the FLNR JINRwith the use of the intense internal and extrated 48Ca beams. 232Th and238U targets were used for the experiments. With the use of 238U targetat the beam energy Etarg: = 231�3 MeV (E� = 31 MeV) two spontaneous�ssion events were deteted, that orresponds to the ross setion � 5.0 �2 pb. The result ould be explained as spontaneous �ssion of the even�oddisotope 283112 with half life T1=2 = 117+283�48 seonds. The probability of �deay of 283112 is not exluded and the possible branhing ratio ould beb� � bsf � 50 %.PACS numbers: 25.70.�z, 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Jj1. IntrodutionFor several reasons the projetile 48Ca is of speial interest for produtionof heaviest elements. Due to its neutron exess, it gives aess to ompoundnulei whih are more lose to the predited magi neutron numbers 178�184. Its neutron rihness and doubly magi struture allows one to synthesizerelatively old ompound nulei at energies lose to the fusion barrier. Alsothe fusion probability of 48Ca with heavy target nulei of the 238U, 244Puor 248Cm type may be enhaned ompared with more symmetri systemspresently used for the synthesis of heaviest elements [1℄.� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1557)



1558 Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al.2. ExperimentAn extrated 48Ca beam was obtained with the use of new ion soureECR�4M, installed on U400 ylotron. Enrihed (70%) 48Ca material wasused in the experiments. The material for ion soure was metalli Ca pre-pared from the Ca oxide. The soure material was situated into the Al2O3oven heated to � 1100 K. The onsumption of material in the ECR sourewas less than 0.4 mg/h. The ontinuous time struture of the beam wasused.We performed two kinds of the experiments. First one was with the use of232Th target and with internal beam of Ca ions, beause the intensity of theinternal beam is fator of 3 higher than the external one. Thikness of 232Thtarget installed on the internal beam probe was 8 mg/m2, more than therange of evaporation residues of 110 element but less than ranges of transferreation produts. The original internal beam probe was onstruted toallow the use of the satellite beams after the extration foil and to make thepossibility to irradiate Th target on internal beam probe in parallel with theseparator experiment, whih is using the main extrated ion harge state.The separator targets were produed by eletrodeposition of U2O3 or Thmaterial onto a 1.6 mg/m2 Al baking disks 125 mm in diameter. They wereused as a self supporting rotating targets. The thikness of 238U (99.999%)and Th layers were � 300 �g/m2.The beam intensity on the separator target was typially (1.7�2.4)�1012s�1. The beam energy was ontrolled by measuring the energy of theions sattered at 30o in a thin (200 �g=m2) gold foil. The energies of 48Cabeams extrated from the U400 ylotron were 255 and 264 MeV and at themiddle of the target 231�3 and 238�3 MeV respetively.In the ase of 238U target the evaporation residues were separated in��ight by the eletrostati separator VASSILISSA [2℄. The detailed desrip-tion of the determination of the transportation e�ieny of reoil nulei,bakground suppression and test experiments with 48Ca beam is presentedin [3℄.The detetor system onsisting of two (start and stop) time-of-�ight de-tetors and an array of silion detetors has been developed and installed inthe separator foal plane. After passing the time-of-�ight detetors, reoilnulei are implanted in an array of detetors. The detetor array onsists of�ve idential 16-strip silion wafers. The ative area of eah of the silionstrip detetors is 60�60 mm2. In the ase of the foal detetor eah strip isposition sensitive in the vertial diretion with a resolution of 0.6 mm be-tween � deays of the orrelated � deay hains, 1.0 mm in the ase of reoil� � orrelations and 1.5 mm in the ase of reoil � �ssion fragment orre-lations. The typial energy resolution of 20 keV was obtained for �-deays



FLNR JINR Experiments on Synthesis of Superheavy Nulei: : : 1559in the energy range from 6 to 9 MeV. The absolute error of the � energy isdetermined also by systemati unertainties and amounts to �25 keV. Thetime resolution for the reorded events was 1 �se.Four wafers are mounted in the bakward hemisphere faing the stopdetetor. They measure esaping �'s or �ssion fragments with a total ge-ometry e�ieny of 85% of 4 �. Bakward detetors have not the positionresolution and eah four neighbouring strips are onneted galvanially sothat 16 energy sensitive segments with resolution 100�120 keV are formed.3 �m degrader foil (Mylar) in front of the silion detetors was plaed.3. Results3.1. 48Ca + 232Th reationTheory predits [5,6℄ for the 268106, the granddaughter of 276110 � resultof the 4n evaporation hannel after fusion of 48Ca and 232Th, the half-lifeagainst � and SF deay of more than 2 hours. In this ase it is possible to usefast hemistry and to perform after that o� line measurements at the geom-etry lose to 4�. The experiments with internal beam probe inlude the useof fast hemistry for extration of the fration ontaining 106 element nuleifrom 232Th target material and the o� line measurements of the orrelationhains from � deay of 268106 and SF of 264104. The fration extratedafter hemistry was deposited onto 30 �g/m2 thik arbon foil and was 10�g/m2 thik and 20 mm in diameter soure. Seletivity of the hemialmethods allowed to suppress the fration of U isotopes, probable andidatesfor long lived bakground produts, by fator of more than 105. Carbonfoils with these soures were plaed between two silion detetors (30 mmin diameter eah) at speial vauum hambers. Total registration e�ienyfor � partiles and SF fragments was lose to 90 %. Altogether 8 vauumhambers with pairs of silion detetors were used in these experiments. Ineah hamber the measuring time was 3�6 days. The suppression fatorsfor long lived transfer reations produts was more than 106. Altogether 10soures were prepared during these experiments, eah after olleting of anumber of projetiles � 6�1016. Total number of olleted projetiles was� 6�1017. Two spontaneous �ssion events were deteted during o� line mea-surements, �rst after 40 hours from the end of irradiation and seond after92 hours from the end of irradiation. The preeding � partiles deteted atthe energy range 7.5�9 MeV had a time distane of 1 hour in the ase of�rst event and three hours for seond events. It is at the level of the randomounting rate of � partiles at this energy region. One of the possible expla-nation of the obtained result ould be that we deteted the �ssion deay ofeven�odd isotopes 265104 or 269106, the desendants of 277110 formed afterthe evaporation of 3 neutrons from ompound nuleus 280110. The estimatedross setion value for two events is 6�3 pb.



1560 Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al.3.2. 48Ca + 238U reationThe beam energies for the prodution of 282;283112 were alulated usingthe evaporation ode HIVAP [4℄. The set of parameters used was takenfrom [7℄. It was tested for the 48Ca + 206;208Pb reations and alulationresults were in agreement with experimental data within errors.At the beam energy Etarg: = 231 MeV (3n evaporation hannel) alu-lated for reation at half of the target thikness the exitation energy ofompound nuleus was 31 MeV. The total number of olleted projetileswas 3.2�1018. The detailed data analysis of reoil���...����ssion geneti-ally orrelated hains, using the obtained position and energy resolution,was performed. Two spontaneous �ssion events were deteted, for bothevents the oinident high energy pulses were deteted in foal plane andbakward detetors. From these data, together with the target thiknessand a alulated total e�ieny of 25%, a ross setion value of 5.0�2 pban be dedued. The given error represents statistial unertainties only.The values are orret relative to our previously measured ross setions ofthe reations 48Ca + 206;208Pb, but are unertain within a fator of two onabsolute sale due to estimated systemati deviations. The theoretial pre-ditions [5℄ for T�, Q� for even�odd isotope 283112 and it's desendants andfor neighbouring even�even isotopes 282;284112, taking into aount possiblesuppression fators for even�odd 283112, from [6℄ were used at the analysis(see Fig. 1). At the ��energy range from 8 to 13 MeV and time interval until10000 seonds no orrelations were found. In the position window �0.8 mmonly reoil��ssion orrelations were found, for the �rst event (strip number12) in time interval 182 seonds and for the seond event (strip number 15)� 52 seonds. The following data analysis showed that for the positionwindow �0.8 mm the time of the random reoil��ssion orrelations at thestrip number 12 was approximately 1000 seonds and for the strip number15 it was approximately 500 seonds.In order to estimate the possible bakground soures of spontaneous�ssion we have three possibilities. The �rst is the spontaneous �ssioning iso-mers at Pu�Am region. But the most long lived one has a half life of 14 ms,that is in ontradition with obtained reoil��ssion orrelation times. Andwe do not detet any alpha peaks in the region of the energies, orrespond-ing to these Pu�Am isotopes, whih should be present, taking into aountisomeri ratio about 10�3�10�4. The seond possibility is the spontaneous�ssion of 252No, the reation produt of 48Ca with Pb admixture in the 238Utarget. However, the half life of the 252No (2.3 s) is in ontradition withobtained results. In addition, in order to estimate the amount of lead in 238Uwe studied the 20;22Ne + 238U reation and on the basis of well known rosssetion data [8℄ for the 20;22Ne + Pb reations, we estimated the admixture
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Fig. 1. The theoretial preditions for half lives of the isotopes of 112 and 110elements. 2 � T� from [6℄. � � T� from [7℄. Æ � Tsf from [7℄. The investigatedisotopes of element 112 and it's desendants are indiated by arrows.of lead in 238U target is less than 10�5. For the beam energy 231 MeV at themiddle of the target and known ross setion values for the reations 48Ca+ Pb we ould estimate the apparent ross setion for the reation of Cawith lead admixture as 0.2�0.4 pb. In addition at the end of our experimentwith 238U target we irradiated the natural lead target at the same onditions(beam energy and separator's settings for 112 element). Colleted numberof �ssion events on�rms our estimation of 0.3 pb for the reation with leadadmixture. The third possibility is presently unknown exoti isomers withlong half life. It is an open question, but seems to be not very probable.During the following experiments with 48Ca and atinide targets it will bepossible to ollet more information.

Fig. 2. The spontaneous �ssion spetra (TKE), olleted during test experimentsusing 48Ca + 206Pb reation. Two events from 48Ca + 238U reation are indiatedby arrows.



1562 Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al.On the basis of above mentioned estimations the more probable expla-nation of the obtained results is, that we deteted the spontaneous �ssionof the even�odd isotope 283112 with half life T1=2 = 117+283�48 seonds. Wedo not exlude the probability of � deay of 283112 and estimate the possi-ble branhing ratio as b� � bsf � 50 %. In Fig. 2 the spontaneous �ssionspetrum, olleted during test experiments using 48Ca + 206Pb reation,is presented. The energy alibration of spetrum was performed using datafrom Ref. [9℄. In this spetra two events from 48Ca + 238U reation areindiated by arrows.At the beam energy Etarg: = 238 MeV (4n evaporation hannel) alu-lated for reations at half of the target thikness the exitation energy ofompound nuleus was 39 MeV. The total number of olleted projetileswas 2.2�1018. No events were deteted, inluding spontaneous �ssion or��� orrelations in a range of � energies from 8 to 12 MeV and time intervalup to 1000 seonds. From these data a ross setion limit for non observa-tion of any events 3.0�1.5 pb an be dedued. This fat is not surprising,beause the alulations predit the maximum ross setion value for the 4nevaporation hannel less than for 3n evaporation hannel by a fator of 3�5.4. ConlusionAmong all the target-projetile ombinations available at present, om-plete fusion reations indued by 48Ca ions on heavy atinide targets, suhas 232Th, 238U and 242;244Pu, provide the losest approah to the neutronnumber expeted for the spherial superheavy elements. These reationsresult in about 30 MeV exitation energy of the ompound nulei. This is20 MeV lower than the orresponding values for ompound nulei produedin the 34S + 238U, 244Pu reations, in whih the isotopes 267108 and 273110have been synthesized after evaporation of 5 neutrons [10℄. In the 48Ca ase,this an mean a higher probability of 3n and 4n evaporation hannels, whihan inrease prodution ross setions of orresponding nulei ompared to5n hannel, due to lower �ssion losses in deexitation proess.We plan to ontinue the experiments aimed to the synthesis of even�evenisotope 282112, to start the experiments leading to the synthesis of 276110with 232Th target and 286114 with 242Pu target, whih is very important forthe omparison with modern theory preditions.This work was performed partially under the �nanial support of theRussian Foundation for Basi Researh, ontrat N 96�02�17209 and INTAS,ontrat N 96�662.
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